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Long road to normalcy

Cement makers resumed production in a phased
manner.

Steelmakers began to prepare for a gradual
increase in production.

Automakers haven’t resumed and neither have
smartphone makers.

Critically, most construction sites are still silent.

Some are awaiting greater clarity and, in some
instances, approvals from state governments
before restarting operations.

Others are located in hot spots and can’t restart.



The Centre allowed some sectors to open up from

April 20, but left it to states to approve

resumption on a case-by-case basis.

Those who have started are mainly going to cater

to overseas buyers initially.

Large consumer goods companies wants

government to allow at least the making of

essentials to resume.

In Maharashtra, the state government has said

work shouldn’t resume until further instructions.

Haryana, construction has started in green zones.



PBOC

The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) is planning to

check with the finance ministry about the fate of

its foreign portfolio investor (FPI) licence.

PBOC’s FPI licence is set to expire in the first

week of May.

The Chinese central bank is unsure about timely

renewal.

There are no restrictions on Chinese funds

investing in Indian markets through portfolio route.

However, custodian banks are hesitant to go

ahead with renewal.



Urban Lockdown

Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, Indore and Ahmedabad —
accounted for nearly 60% of Covid-19 deaths.

India’s major urban centres mostly remained
shut.

These urban centres seem to be in for a long haul
even after May 3.

The number of Covid-19-affected districts rose by
almost 10% from 370 on April 14 to 408 on April
19.

Some states have been unable to pass the litmus
test that the Prime Minister had mentioned in his
speech on April 14.



HM lockdown clause

Industry leaders want to urgently resume

operations as the lockdown has been eased.

But they are terrified by a clause in the home

ministry’s guidelines that can send anybody from

the chief executive to the worker to jail if there is

any violation of measures to contain the spread of

Covid-19.

Many in the manufacturing sector said the punitive

clause will give the police and other authorities a

lever to harass and extract money from factory

owners.

The government has no intent to victimise industry.



Social security for gig workers

The government has fast-tracked its plan to provide social security for
gig economy workers and those in the unorganised sectors.

Labour Ministry is firming up a scheme that will provide minimum social
security, including pension, provident fund, health insurance and
unemployment benefits (conditional) to these workers.

The move is likely to benefit millions of people, including taxi drivers
associated with taxi hailing apps, delivery persons working for
ecommerce firms, day-to-day helpers available through platforms like
Urban Company (earlier known as Urban Clap), besides rickshaw
pullers and roadside vendors.

These segments account for nearly 90% of the country's 500 million
workforce and do not fall under traditional employer-employee
relations.



The need for a dedicated scheme for gig workers was first

proposed by the labour ministry in the SOCIAL SECURITY

CODE which was tabled in Parliament last year.

The code is currently pending with the standing

committee on labour.

The government has held several rounds of discussions

since the second week of March with existing social

security providers, like the Employees Provident Fund

Organisation and the Employees' State Insurance

Corporation.

In January, industry body Assocham had projected that the

gig economy in India would grow at a CAGR of 17% to hit

gross volume of about $455 billion by 2023.



Share in taxes

The finance ministry sanctioned the release of Rs
46,038.10 crore to states as their share of central
taxes and duties for April.

The first instalment of tax devolution was made as
per the recommendations of the 15th Finance
Commission (FC).

15th FC has assigned 41% of central taxes to the
states and union territories and 1% to the union
territories of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh.

Many states have been urging the Centre to release
more funds in the form of special packages over and
above clearing their pending dues to help the states
finance their battle against the Covid-19 outbreak.



In light of the likely fiscal disruption due to the pandemic and
lockdown, the FC is set to meet with its Economic Advisory
Council on April 23-24 to rethink some of its decisions and
recommendations.

The online discussion will revolve around the implications of the
pandemic on gross domestic product (GDP) numbers for the
current and coming fiscal and uncertainty over other
macroeconomic variables.

The commission will also discuss the assumptions for tax revenue
and buoyancy for the two fiscal years and to what extent public
expenditure can be boosted to support the economy.

On April 7, the commission recommenced deliberations via video
conference to review its revenue modelling and expenditure outlay
given the emerging situation.



Oil PSUs Projects 

State oil companies plan to immediately restart more than
500 projects cumulatively worth about Rs 43,000 crore.

State firms are pushing hard to execute these projects in a
situation where deep demand destruction has squeezed
cash flow at refiners and increased debt.

Low oil prices have sharply cut income at upstream firms
and may force them to shelve some projects unviable at
current prices.

These projects involving refinery, E&P, marketing
infrastructure, pipelines and city gas distribution are
expected to generate Rs 2,210 crore pay-out in the first
month, out of which Rs 266 crore would be paid to
labour.



These projects are in line with the home

ministry’s guidelines and have been assessed on

manpower availability and restrictions by

municipalities.

Executives at state oil companies, however, said

they may face challenges in executing the

projects.

Most oil projects are inherently complex and

involve global supply chains of expertise and

equipment.

With lockdowns currently in place across several

countries, most local oil and gas projects are

likely to be delayed this year.



Etailers

DPIIT has asked ecommerce companies to draw up a limited list of

products that they consider essential to deliver as many people work

from home.

This will include staples and pharmaceuticals already included in the

list.

Ecommerce companies are keen to deliver work-from-home essentials

such as routers, chargers and even stationery, laptops and tablets as

students across the country take online classes and need these to support

their education.

The MHA guidelines detail the things of daily use, which include food,

grocery, fruits, vegetables, medicines, healthcare and hygiene products

and pharmaceuticals that can be delivered through online channels.
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


